Motivation: Existing sequence assembly editors struggle with the volumes of data now readily available from the latest generation of DNA sequencing instruments. Results: We describe the Gap5 software along with the data structures and algorithms used that allow it to be scalable. We demonstrate this with an assembly of 1.1 billion sequence fragments and compare the performance with several other programs. We analyse the memory, CPU, I/O usage and file sizes used by Gap5.
INTRODUCTION
With the latest wave of DNA sequencing technologies (Bentley et al., 2008; Margulies et al., 2005; Pandey et al., 2008) , the number of individual fragments readily available for both mapping and de novo assemblies has grown many fold. This has often been coupled with a shortening of each individual fragment. As a consequence, a full mapping of the entire human genome may conceivably have as many as a billion fragments.
While many applications of new sequencing technologies make use of mapped assemblies, de novo sequence assembly is still common. These may contain misassemblies or require further 'finishing' work to resolve gaps (Chain et al., 2009) . To progress from the draft standard toward finished sequence, we need tools capable of both viewing and editing our large-scale assemblies.
Traditional algorithms used in earlier sequence assembly viewers and editors such as Gap4 (Bonfield et al., 1995) , Consed (Gordon et al., 1998) , HawkEye (Schatz et al., 2007) and EagleView (Huang and Marth, 2008) tend to scale poorly with the number of fragments. For example, Gap4's memory and CPU usage typically scale linearly with the number of fragments in the assembly. It became clear that the underlying data structures in these older tools are insufficient for the data volumes that we now routinely see.
Recently several viewers including SAMtools (Li et al., 2009 ), MapView (Bao et al., 2009) , IGV (http://www.broadinstitute.org/ igv), Tablet (Milne et al., 2010) and NGSView (Arner et al., 2010) have been released that aim to reduce the algorithmic complexity * To whom correspondence should be addressed. and memory footprint. However, the solutions typically employed by these programs are only amenable for read-only access, with the exception of NGSView that can perform some minor editing tasks.
In addition to algorithmic efficiency, the large increase in the number of DNA fragments has put a strain on our storage requirements. By using data compression methods, the storage burden can be greatly reduced, with the BAM file format being one such recent example. When coupled with an index, compressed BAM files can be randomly accessed.
We present the Gap5 program: a sequence assembly viewer and editor. This encompasses both base by base editing operations as well as high-level contig rearrangements (complementing, breaking and joining). Being able to change data has a substantial impact on the choice of data structures and file formats, which are described below. We also demonstrate the compression techniques used in Gap5 and compare their effectiveness to existing tools.
METHODS AND ALGORITHMS
A fundamental challenge for any assembly viewer or editor is how to identify which sequences are visible within a specific region or range, such as the portion of an assembly currently shown on screen. Without an index this range query requires a linear scan, having O(N) complexity, where N is the number of sequences to search through.
Some newer file formats, including MVF (MapView) and CALF (http:// www.phrap.org/phredphrap/calf.pdf), make use of an index on the sequence start coordinates. This works well provided we can place a tight upper bound on the maximum length of any sequence. We can rapidly identify sequences entirely within our range query, but to identify those completely spanning the range we have to search backwards, up to the maximum sequence length base pairs away from our range boundaries. If we wish to mix both short and long sequence fragments together this can become inefficient.
To address this programs such as SAMtools (implementing the SAM and BAM file formats) and the UCSC genome browser (Kent et al., 2002 ) employ spatial indexing (or multidimensional indexing) techniques, e.g. recursive binning and R-Trees (Guttman, 1984) . These mechanisms index on both the start and end positions at the same time meaning that we can rapidly interrogate the index to identify sequences visible within a given range, typically in O(R * log(N)) complexity, where N is the length of the contig and R is the size of the query range. For Gap5, we chose a recursive binning algorithm. A contig has a root bin, which in turn has two child bins, repeating in a recursive manner to form a binary tree of bins until we reach a minimum bin size. Sequences and annotations are then placed in the smallest bin that they entirely fit within (Fig. 1) .
For an editor another major problem to resolve is how to move data. Storing the absolute position of a sequence leads to algorithmic inefficiencies. Unfortunately this technique was employed in Gap4's database, CAF (Dear et al., 1998) and ACE file formats, and even in newer short-read formats such as CALF, SAM, BAM and MVF. If we perform an edit that moves sequences within a contig, such as making an insertion or joining the contig to another, then we need to alter the location of potentially every sequence within that contig. One solution to this comes from making sure that the location of sequences and annotations are stored relative to the bin they have been placed within. Additionally, the location of a bin itself is stored relative to its parent bin. With all positional data being relative to the parent object, we can now shift entire portions of a contig with just O(log(N)) operations.
There is one further editing operation that needs special attention: complementing a contig. If we choose to have a single status flag on the contig indicating whether this entire contig is to be viewed in the original or complemented orientation, we will have a problem when we wish to join it to a contig of the opposite orientation. For example, if we wish to join contig A to the complement of contig B, then the resulting contig will have a mixture of complemented and uncomplemented data. We do not wish to actually reverse complement the data in contig B as this may require millions of changes to be made. To resolve this, each bin has a flag indicating whether it and its children are complemented with respect to its parent bin. This permits multiple complement and join operations to occur with the minimum of data editing.
The bins can also serve as a way to cache data views at different zoom levels. When showing a narrow region at high magnification, we will query deep into our tree; when showing a very large region at low magnification, we may only need to query the top few levels of bins to achieve the desired resolution. So far this has only been implemented experimentally to store sequence depth data. By storing a fixed number of data points per bin, regardless of the number of bases they span, we can rapidly draw the sequence depth at any zoom level with a minimum amount of disk I/O. These bin 'tracks' simply act as caches for the actual algorithms that obtain the data to plot. They are invalidated after some types of edits and are recomputed on demand. In a similar, albeit simpler manner we use one layer in the bin tree to store cached fragments of the consensus. This means that after changing the data we can mark small portions of the consensus as invalid, reducing the overhead of recomputing it.
When interactively scrolling through a contig, most of the data required to perform the range query will have been recently loaded for a previous query, as the path down the bin tree will typically be the same except for a few leaf nodes. By keeping a cache of recently accessed records in memory, we substantially reduce the I/O overhead. To achieve this all database records are accessed via a data structure, we term as a HacheTable: a caching hash table. The programmatic interface to this gives the appearance of all database records being held within memory; however, only the most recently used items are stored with older items being discarded to keep memory usage low. The hache hit rate while scrolling is typically >99%. The same HacheTable is also used to keep track of edited objects by locking these items to prevent them from being discarded. When the user saves changes to disk the lock status is used as an indicator of which objects to save.
IMPLEMENTATION
Gap5 is primarily written in C (Kernighan. and Ritchie, 1988) for efficiency and Tcl/Tk (Ousterhout, 1990) for the graphical user interface. The use of Tcl also means we have an inbuilt scripting language allowing user-controlled automation of many of Gap5's capabilities. Many of the Staden Package libraries used by Gap4 have also been reused for Gap5, making Gap5 a direct descendent of Gap4. However, many of the algorithms and data structures first appeared in 'tg_view': a prototype text-based editor and viewer. This was first publicly released in 2007 (unpublished data) as the tgap package and was initially used as a viewer for MAQ (Li et al., 2008) alignments.
For visualization, Gap5 shares a lot of common features with its ancestor Gap4. The contig editor (Fig. 2 ) displays sequences along with their per-base quality values as gray scales. Discrepancies between the sequence and the consensus may be automatically highlighted by either color or symbol. Sequence names and/or mapping qualities, if known, are shown in the left panel. To save vertical space multiple sequences may be packed onto one display line.
To obtain a broader view of an assembly the sequences may be shown pictorially using the template display. This draws one line per sequencing template, with the horizontal size and placement governed by the location of the forward and reverse sequence fragments. Colors are used to distinguish templates where the forward and reverse fragments are in separate contigs, have an inconsistent (unexpected) orientation or are single-ended sequencing templates only. We draw either a traditional assembly illustration with the Y coordinate being used simply to separate overlapping sequences (Supplementary Material), or a LookSeq (Manske and Kwiatkowski, 2009 ) style plot, where the Y coordinate is governed by the insert size. This latter type of plot is particularly effective at identifying regions where indels have occurred (Fig. 3) .
We observe that to draw the template display, we need to know only sequence start and end coordinates, mapping scores, mate pairs and a few status flags. The sequence structures constitute the vast bulk of the database size so it is costly to extract this information from the sequence structures themselves. However, as previously described, a contig bin contains references to sequences and annotations along with their locations. To optimize the template display, we also store additional information (mapping score, mate pair record and status flags) in the bin. This dramatically reduces the amount of disk I/O required to draw the template display. It also means that if we only desire to view graphical summaries, we can create an assembly database with no sequence names, DNA or quality values.
In order to achieve editing capabilities, Gap5 does not use a flat-file format as objects can and do change size-even base substitutions may change the size of the sequence we store once it has been compressed. We reuse the lightweight Gap4 database engine, although the substantial schema differences mean that the two programs are incompatible. Tools are provided to migrate from Gap4 to Gap5 via use of the caftools package and the caf2baf perl script. (Note though that at the time of writing this article the total functionality of Gap4 still greatly exceeds the functionality of Gap5.)
The construction of a Gap5 database is achieved using the separate tg_index tool. This supports reading from ACE, SAM, BAM and our own local BAF format. It can be a time-consuming operation on large datasets, converting in the order of 40 000 sequences per second, although this is only around 70% slower than converting SAM to BAM using SAMtools. Tg_index is also currently the most memory hungry part of the package, using 10 Gb on a 1.1 billion read test set. Gap5 may be used to output all or a portion of an assembly in ACE, SAM, BAM, BAF, CAF, fasta or fastq format.
In order to keep the database compact, by default Gap5 uses the Zlib (Deutsch and Gailly, 1996) compression layer. This was found to be a good compromise between space and efficiency. For cases where space is the primary constraint, Gap5 can use LZMA2 instead (implemented using the XZ-utils package: http://tukaani.org/xz). It was discovered that attempting to individually compress each sequence separately has a high overhead, so prior to compression Gap5 collates up to 1024 sequences and annotations together. To further improve compression ratios, within each of these blocks we reorder the data by content type. For example, a block of 1024 sequences will yield 1024 names, 1024 DNA strings 
RESULTS
For an initial test, we chose to use the data presented in the MapView paper: 6.6 million 44 bp reads aligned in a single 44 Mb contig. We converted this file to a variety of formats taking care to include the appropriate data (including sequence names, bases and quality) supported by all formats and no more. We then measured the CPU time taken to start up the program, open the assembly and view sequence assembly at the start of the first contig. Table 1 presents these results as dataset A, along with the programs native file sizes. See the Supplementary Material for a more complete break down on the assembly file sizes. As can be seen, the programs mostly cluster into two groups, with EagleView, Gap4 and Consed being very demanding on both memory and CPU. These three also had the largest disk space requirements. The last four-MapView, IGV, SAMtools and Gap5-all demonstrate acceptably low resource requirements for both CPU and memory, while also using substantially less disk space. NGSView is very CPU and memory efficient, but is inefficient on disk space usage. Note that the CPU time and memory also includes the constant overhead of launching the programs, so it may not accurately reflect the relative positions of the last five programs when faced with much larger datasets.
To further test scalability we used a 1000 genomes (http:// www.1000genomes.org/) project SAM file containing 1.1 billion reads from the NA19240 sample. Note that this BAM file contained only mapped data with the only auxiliary records being the read group as storing this additional information is still experimental in Gap5. The results for these are listed as dataset B in Table 1 . It is evident from this that the scalability problems have largely been solved by several tools including Gap5. As Gap5 uses a simple database rather than a flat file, I/O efficiency could be a concern. So to test I/O efficiency we compared Gap5 with Gap4 and SAMtools tview on the 6.6 million read dataset A. The results in Table 2 demonstrate that the start up cost of Gap5 is low as it does not load the entire index into memory, but a consequence of using a database means that we require many more disk seeks than SAMtools. Gap4 in comparison is very I/O intensive as it loads partial information about every sequence when it opens the database.
When scrolling along a contig view both Gap4 and Gap5 demonstrate a minimal amount of additional data loaded due to onthe-fly caching in Gap5 and having preloaded most of the data in Gap4. It is clear that Gap5's approach of blocking 1024 sequences together per database record dramatically reduces the number of I/O calls. SAMtools demonstrates an apparent lack of data caching in this test, but was still fast and responsive.
The complexity of editing operations is where Gap5 really stands out against Gap4. The inability to reposition large numbers of sequences without individually editing each one causes Gap4 to generate millions of I/O calls when breaking contigs in two or joining them together.
To verify the efficiency of Gap5 against a 1 billion read assembly, we repeated these tests on dataset B. As can be seen in Table 3 , edits still require a relatively small amount of I/O. The speed was also acceptable: to perform all 10 breaks, joins, substitutions and insertions took 12 s of CPU time. We could not compare editing of this dataset against Gap4 due to time and memory constraints, but for viewing purposes we also tested SAMtools. In contrast with the smaller set, we observe that SAMtools reads far more data when opening the assembly. This is due to completely loading the BAM index file into memory. The lack of caching in SAMtools is again evident during the scrolling test.
To evaluate storage size, we experimented with a variety of compression algorithms on the sam files exported from Gap5 and compared these with Gap5's native format, using both the lz77 (zlib) and lzma2 (xz-utils) algorithms. For speed reasons, we only tested this with the smaller dataset A. Table 4 presents these findings. The PAQ algorithm (Mahoney, 2005) and variants have won the Hutter prize for compression multiple times and can be considered as at the cutting edge for general purpose compression, regardless of the cost in CPU. While not practical-it took 26 h to compress the sam fileit is a useful baseline to compare ourselves against. For comparison, tg_index produced the Gap5 database in 144 s when using lz77 and 502 s using lzma2. It is clear that Gap5 has not had to compromise greatly on storage space in order to achieve both random access and editability of data.
Tg_index has the ability to ignore certain types of data or to replace them with blank data, such as producing minimal names, setting all quality values to zero, or even replacing all base calls with N. From this, an analysis of the storage per type of data is presented in Table 5 . It is clear that the quality values constitutes the bulk of the file size, with the DNA sequence taking up less than 1 bit per base call. This figure is substantially less than the expected 2 bits per base due to redundancy in the sequence depth (7×) and so clearly the results will differ when tested on other datasets.
Gap5

DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated that we can keep and sometimes improve upon the CPU, memory and I/O efficiency of the next-generation assembly viewers, while also supporting editing capabilities. This is a marked improvement over the Gap4 program. However, it is clear that performance is just one aspect and utility also needs to be considered. Currently, Gap4 offers a much richer set of tools than Gap5 and is also available on a broader range of platforms. Over time, we expect to duplicate the most important Gap4 features in Gap5 and also plan to port Gap5 to Microsoft Windows.
There are still some performance issues even with Gap5 as intrinsically certain algorithms will not be possible to get below O(N) complexity, such as plotting an entire chromosome or identifying all local alignments in an entire genome. Some algorithms can benefit from precomputation of results at a cost of increased storage, which so far we have only implemented for consensus caching. We have outlined ways that the binning tree can be used to store additional precomputed depth data. This aspect of Gap5 is still largely unexplored, but we envisage a variety of additional cached tracks for rapid visualization in the template display. Further analysis of the I/O patterns reveals that the bulk of I/O calls while breaking contigs are manipulating the bin tree. SAMtools and the UCSC Genome Browser both use trees with eight children per node, rather than the binary tree implemented in Gap5. Implementing a similar change to Gap5 should further improve I/O performance.
It is likely that users will want to keep both their standard alignment format data, such as BAM files, as well as using Gap5 for viewing and possibly editing. The fact that Gap5 is efficient in space helps, but it is clear that this is an additional cost over and above the storage requirements for the input data. One possible solution to this is to observe that indexing just the sequence positions (tg_index -d blank) is only an extra 5% on top of the BAM format. It may be possible to get Gap5 to extract names, sequences and qualities from BAM while still retaining the positional index for use in the template display. The next logical step is to implement a copy-on-write scheme where only edited sequences get added to the Gap5 database. This will bring the additional overheads of editing to an acceptable level.
